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Are you sick and tired of being out of shape? Discover a step-by-step method of total wellness and
a better body. Do you run out of energy halfway through every day? Are you sick and tired of
expensive exercise programs and gimmicky diet plans? Are you struggling with excess weight?
Using his techniques, he&apos; Gary Collins is definitely a previous FDA and US Division of Health
insurance and Human Services particular agent who utilized his years of insider experience to craft
The Simple Life Healthy Lifestyle Plan.s helped countless clients create a better body and today
he&apos;ll create a personalized workout plan that works around your busy life and promises real
results. The Simple Life Guide to Optimal Health: Ways to get Healthy, Lose Fat, Reverse Disease,
and Feel Better Than Ever explores the many dangers and diseases associated with unhealthy
behaviors and you with a step-by-step plan for breaking your negative traits to create a fit new
upcoming. Inside, you&apos; Through Collins&apos;ll receive a straightforward description of the
basics of nutrition and exercise to end up being your compass in relation to good health. assistance,
you&apos;s here to carefully turn your wellness goals right into a reality. The Simple Life Guide to
OPTIMAL WELLBEING is your full-body handbook to a fitter, happier long term.ll discover: Common
myths on the subject of health and weight loss that may be harming your overall health How
Collins&apos; methods can transform your hectic way of living into a simpler, much healthier
existence Nutritional starter quality recipes and shopping lists to start your diet off on the right foot
How exactly to select high quality health supplements that will use your body and fitness goals A
breakdown of simple exercises that even beginners can perform and much, a lot more! In THE
EASY Life Guide to OPTIMAL WELLBEING, you&apos; If you want professional advice, budget-
friendly fitness solutions, and step-by-step activities you can take today, then you&apos;ll love Gary
Collins&apos; transformational wellness guide. Buy The Simple Life Guideline to OPTIMAL
WELLBEING to rethink your fitness and rebuild the body today!
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Simple, Easy to comprehend, Actionable, and Livable What this book lacks in hype and non-sense
it creates up for in information that's simple, easy to comprehend, actionable, and livable. So if you
are looking for the latest "obtain ripped" quick scheme or additional hucksterism, this book might not
be for you.I spent most of my youth mainly because an athlete and fitness center rat. With the
holidays approaching, "THE EASY Life Guide to Optimal Health" is a fantastic publication for anyone
on your own list that is looking to regain their wellness, or "simply" reunite on track. living healthy is
extensive. I desire this book have been around in the past.I liked the reserve enough to go into the
danger zone and suggest it to my partner. Awesome Read Gary expertise and knowledge within
the region of food/nutrition & A little bit of discuss getting back .. -Taryn, DOCTOR Great Book I
read this in a couple of nights before bedtime. I am hoping this book helps you as much as it did
me! A little bit of talk about getting back again to a "primal" way of life and how you can do it.5
inches off waistline within the last month), and most importantly sustainable! The chapter on
counterfeit supplements was a genuine eye-opener for me personally, and worth the cost of
entrance itself. I’m much more cautious with how I buy them now.I've autoimmune thyroid problems
and have read a great many other books that helped unravel stuff for me, just like the excellent
ones from Dr. Datis Kharrazian, but this book explains things in ways that’s simpler to go through
and understand, and very easy to implement. I really found it easy to comprehend and agreed with
everything.If you’re overweight, struggling with autoimmunity, or simply not feeling very well and
getting the runaround from doctors, this book could be the important to getting your health back.
Actionable and Sustainable! Actionable and Sustainable! Instead, the book provides a simple and
personalized plan for diet and exercise that's readily actionable, outcomes driven (already lost 1. It
forgoes all of the trendy diet plans and latest exercises with unrealistic guarantees of weight loss
and strength benefits.I’ve read a whole lot of books on fitness and dieting over the years, but this is
one of the best books that We’ve read on these topics by far. One of the most comprehensive and
helpful health books We’ve ever read This well-written book covers it all—what to eat, how exactly to
move, and which supplements are beneficial—from the unique perspective of a man who solved his
own health issues and who used to be always a special agent for the FDA. Very enjoyable. There
were so many dumb fads. It's not only written clearly, it's pleasant and has a lot of guidance in how
to sustainably live a wholesome & optimal existence by keeping things basic and staying away from
processed foods. His publication provides attainable goals that are straightforward in which you can
begin the same day! It is chuck full with accurate info about cholesterol, carbohydrate addiction,
proper hydration, the problem with processed foods, and more. I highly recommend it and will
continue steadily to utilize it as reference with keeping my health. Simply Wonderful Guide If you
aren't seeking to make a change, want to remain tired, less energetic, and also have learned to live
with those everyday aches and pains, this book is not for you personally. (Pun intended). Now in
my 40s, I've the injuries to confirm it. I came across this book to become a "simple," user-friendly
instruction with key principles, quality recipes, and exercises that were easy to check out. True to
THE EASY Life supplement series, that I love, I could tell the contents in this publication were well-
researched and included no unnecessary fillers. Very enjoyable.. I desire I had experienced it ten
years ago—it would have saved me thousands of dollars in doctor bills and unnecessary products,
not forgetting years of stress and misunderstandings. I would suggest that everyone go through this.
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